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LATEST MBQ FEATURES SECTION 
ABOUT WOMEN IN MONTANA
MISSOULA--
A special section on women in Montana is featured in the latest--autumn 1971--issue of 
the "Montana Business Quarterly," representing the first time that a major Montana 
journal has devoted itself to articles by or about the women of this state.
Mackey Brown's remembrances of her Aunt Jeannette Rankin's campaign for woman's suf­
frage and then for Congress are included in the article entitled "Montana's First Woman 
Politician--A Recollection of Jeannette Rankin Campaigning."
As a contrast, Dorothy Bradley’s anecdotes about her campaign and her experiences
as the lone female in the Montana House of Representatives in 1970-71 brings us un-to-date
on the trials and joys of being a modern woman politician.
Moving into the realm of women in the working world, the MBQ has reprinted a pamphlet
put out by the Women’s Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor entitled "The Myth and the
Reality." This article systematically refutes some common arguments which hold that 
women are more incompetent and unreliable workers than their male counterparts.
In another article, "The Second-Class Majority," a young Montana lawyer--
Sandra Muckelston--documents the inequities encountered by working women at all levels of 
employment. She goes on to explain recent attempts to achieve equality of opportunity 
for women through the law.
New opportunities for women in the traditionally male stronghold of the Forest Service
U . S . F. S
are discussed by two administrators fron/Region One. Milton Coffman recounts the formation 
and adventures of the region's" one-and-only woman's firefighting crew, while Phil Jaquith 
outlines career opportunities for women to work in the woods or in the offices of the 
National Forests.
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LATEST MBQ FEATURES SECTION ABOUT WOMEN--2
To inform Montanans about the national legislation of greatest significance to women, 
the most recent MBQ includes an article on the proposed Equal Rights Amendment, which 
explains what it will and won't do.
Coming out just as the Montana Constitutional Convention is beginning,
Professor Ellis Waldron’s article, "Thinking about a New Constitution for Montana," poses 
some interesting questions on the goals and processes of the Montana Constitutional Con­
vention. Also relevant and of historic interest is an article on the 1889 Constitutional 
Convention, which quotes key excerpts from the debate on giving women the right to vote.
This issue also includes articles by assistant professor of political science,
Forest Grieves, on the subject, "Vietnam and International Law," and Maxine Johnson, of 
the University's Bureau of Business and Economic Research, on the lack of pertinent data 
on the economic status of women in Montana.
This special issue of the MBQ may be of interest to Montana men as well as women. It 
includes new information and historical materials as well as other • articles. Copies 
may be obtained from the Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of Montana, 
Missoula, Mont. 59801, for $1 each.
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